
Step 3: Determine What Will be Offered 
Documentation Checklist 

Please complete & return to GBS Benefits. Be sure to keep a copy for your files. 
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Employer Name 

Plan Year Dates to 

Minimum Essential Coverage 
Employer is offering Minimum Essential Coverage to eligible employees by offering the following plan(s): 

Minimum Value 
Employer has confirmed its ____________________________ plan(s) meets Minimum Value, and elected to use the 
following method to confirm Minimum Value: 

A Carrier or Third Party Administrator can usually confirm whether a plan meets minimum value. Please check the 

Summary of Benefits and Coverage (SBC) that covers the applicable year for which you need to be in compliance. If no 

SBC, confirm directly with Carrier.  Alternatively, an employer may use one of four additional methods (listed below) . 

� Carrier Confirmation (through statement on SBC or other form of carrier confirmation)
� Actuarial Certification
� HHS: Minimum Value Calculator
� HHS: Design-based Safe Harbor Checklists
� HHS: Certain Safe Harbor Plan Designs
� Other    _____________________

Affordability 
Employer has reviewed their options and discussed the pros and cons of each affordability safe harbor with their GBS 
Broker / Consultant.  

� Yes
Employer elected to use the following method to calculate the 9.5% threshold: 

� W-2 Income
� Rate of Pay (Monthly)
� Federal Poverty Line

Employer has confirmed its __________________________________ plan meets affordability. 
Yes,  for this plan, the monthly premium cost  a participant must pay for single coverage is   $___________ 

A wellness program can affect affordability and the figure listed above.  It is important to take steps to insure you still 
have an affordable plan after taking into consideration the impact of your wellness program  on the cost for single only 
monthly premium. 

� Employer does not have a wellness program.
� Employer does have a wellness program and has properly calculated the impact of the wellness incentive to

the monthly premium cost for single coverage (figure listed above). The adjusted amount for single coverage
is   $___________
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